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Abstract. From the viewpoint of user management, on-demand biometric authentication is effective for achieving high-security. In such a
case, unconscious biometrics is needed and we have studied to use a
brain wave (Electroencephalogram: EEG). In this paper, we examine
the performance of verification based on the EEG during a mental task.
In particular, assuming the verification of computer users, we adopt the
mental task where users are thinking of the contents of documents. From
experimental results using 20 subjects, it is confirmed that the verification using the EEG is applicable even when the users are doing the
mental task.

1

Introduction

In networked society, non-face-to-face communications are performed through
computer networks; therefore, it is quite important to verify identity. For such a
person authentication method, magnet cards, IC cards, or passwords have been
used but the cards have forgery or robbery concerns, and the password tends
to be forgotten. Consequently, the person authentication using biometrics gains
public attention.
Among biometric modalities, a fingerprint and an iris achieve higher performance and are already used in consumer security systems. However, it has been
reported that the authentication systems using them were circumvented by fake
fingers or printed iris images [1, 2]. The reason is that the fingerprint and iris are
revealed on the body surface.
Veins are kept in the body; therefore, it is expected to have tolerability to the
circumvention. However, it is also reported that even the authentication system
using the vein accepted artifacts in enrollment and verification [3]. This is due
to lack of the function of liveness detection which examines whether an object is
a part of a living body. The liveness detection scheme is necessary for protecting
biometric authentication systems from spoofing using artifacts.
On the other hand, conventional biometrics systems mainly assume the applications based on one-time-only authentication such as access control, banking,
passport control, and so on. However, from the viewpoint of user management,
?
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Fig. 1. Styles of authentication

the one-time-only authentication is low-security. After authenticating by a genuine user, even if he/she is switched to an imposter, the one-time-only authentication system could not detect such spoofing. In order to cope with this problem,
some other style of authentication is needed.
Figure 1 shows conceivable styles of authentication where (a), (b) and (c)
are one-time-only, on-demand and continuous authentication, respectively. The
term: “continuous” was used in [4] and the continuous authentication was realized by using multimodal biometrics. However, the continuous authentication
cannot be realized by using a single biometric modality unless it adopts optical
processing.
Instead, we define “on-demand” authentication as a new style. In the ondemand authentication, users are verified on a regular or nonregular schedule on
demand of authentication from the systems.
By the way, the fingerprint and the iris are not suitable for the on-demand
authentication because they ask users to present their biometric data every authenticating. In other words, the on-demand authentication needs unconscious
biometrics. As the unconscious biometrics, a face, ear, voice, keystroke and gate
are applicable but the face and the ear are easily imitated using artifacts and
the voice, keystroke and gate limit applications.
It has been proposed to use a brain wave as the biometrics [5]-[11]. We have
also studied the authentication using the brain wave [12]. The brain wave is
generated by the activities of neurons in the cerebral cortex; therefore, it is kept
in the body and so it is effective for anti-circumvention. Of course, the brain
wave possesses the function of liveness detection because it is generated only
by live human beings. Moreover, the brain wave is generated autonomously and
unconsciously; therefore, it enables the on-demand authentication. Conversely,
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Fig. 2. Authentication of operators using brain waves

since users are required to put sensors on their scalp every authentication under present technologies, the brain wave is not suitable for the one-time-only
authentication. It will be solved if contactless sensors for detecting brain waves
are invented in the future.
Considering these facts, we assume operator verification of systems such as
computers and vehicles as shown in Fig.2. The operators wear brain wave sensors
and they are verified on demand while using the systems. For example, in the
remote education system students should be authenticated while learning. It is
even more so for the students who are trying to obtain some academic degree or
public qualification. Also, operators of public transportation systems should be
authenticated while operating since thousands of human lives depend on them.
There are other examples: pilots of aircrafts, drivers of emergency vehicles, operators of military weapons and so on. Additionally, if the detection of catnapped
and/or drunkard operators using the brain wave is possible, it is expected to be
integrated with the operator’s on-demand authentication and will be valuable
protection against having accidents.
However, it is not easy to implement the proposed on-demand authentication
in a single step. We must consider step by step which band of the brain wave
we use and how we reduce the noise in the brain wave caused by the eye-blink.
We have already confirmed the verification performance using the α band in
the case where users are relaxed in eye-closed condition [12]. This is the first
step. However, such a condition is not appropriate for practical applications.
As the second step, we assume that users are not relaxed but concentrating on
some mental task with closed eyes. At the final step, we will assume eye-opened
users while doing some mental task. If the effectiveness of the authentication
using brain waves is confirmed, we will build up the on-demand system using
the proposed authentication method.
This paper is at a point of the second step. We assume to construct an authentication system of which user has the authority to use his/her own personal
computer; therefore, not the identification (one-to-many matching) but the verification (one-to-one matching) is assumed. Also, we adopt a mental task in which
the user is mentally making sentences. Through experiments, we confirm that
the authentication using the brain wave is possible even during the mental task.

2
2.1

Verification Using EEG in Mental Task
Brain Wave

Electrical changes from large number of synapses (neurons) in the cerebral cortex are accumulated and then detected as a brain wave (Electroencephalogram:
EEG)@on scalp using an electrode. Because of spatiotemporal dispersiveness of
neurons, there are not distinct patterns in the EEG in general. However, when
the activity of the cerebral cortex becomes low, brain waves partially become
synchronous and thereby some distinctive wave is observed. As such waves, δ
(0.5-3Hz), θ (4-7Hz), α (8-13Hz), and β (14-30Hz) are well known and detectable
when human beings are during deep sleep, getting sleepy, relaxed with closed
eyes, and in some mental activity, respectively. In particular, the α and/or β
waves are applicable for the person authentication.
2.2

Mental Task

Several authentication methods using the EEG in mental activities have been
proposed [13]-[15]. The mental tasks are, however, invented from a viewpoint of
brain sciences: mental arithmetic, mental rotation of a three-dimensional block
and so on. In the case of on-demand authentication, if actual tasks (works)
are different from mental ones, users are required to perform the mental task
every authentication and thereby it makes the authentication conscious. The
mental task should be related with the actual one for keeping the authentication
unconscious.
In this paper, we assume the authentication of computer users who are making sentences mentally. For convenience, we call this task mental composition
hereafter. The mental composition is a supposable task for the computer users;
therefore, it enables unconscious authentication.
2.3

Feature Extraction

We have confirmed that the spectral distribution in the α band is an important
feature for distinguishing individuals [12]. It is, however, known that when some
mental activity is being done, the α wave is suppressed while the β wave becomes detectable. In this paper, we add a spectral feature in the β band to the
conventional ones.
Spectral Smoothing. Since the EEG spectrum has large intra-individual variation, all spectral data for feature extraction are pre-processed by smoothing.
Concretely, by using spectral values at five adjacent frequency bins, we obtain
an averaged spectral value
|Xk | =

2
1 X
|Xk−n |
5 n=−2

(1)

where k is a frequency index and Xk is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
an EEG signal.
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Fig. 3. Definition of the concavity of spectral distribution

Feature Extraction in α Band. In the α band, we have utilized two spectral
features [12]. The one is spectral variance and the other is the concavity of
spectral distribution.
Assuming the spectrum in the α band is normally-distributed, its spectral
variance is calculated by
T
1X
v=
(sk − s̄)2
(2)
T
k=1

where T is the number of frequency bins in the α band. sk (k = 1, 2, · · · , T ) are
power spectral values and s̄ is their mean one.
The definition of the concavity of spectral distribution is shown in Fig. 3.
First, the maximum value of the power spectrum is detected and then its tenth
part is calculated and adopted as a criterion. Next, frequencies of which power
spectral values are under the criterion are squared and then summed as
Fu =

N
X

(fju )2

(3)

j=1

where fju (j = 1, 2, · · · , N ) is frequencies under the criterion. Fu is regarded as a
feature representing the concavity of spectral distribution.
Feature Extraction in β Band. The spectrum in the β band is relatively
uniformly-distributed and thus the features described above are undetectable in
the β band. In this paper, we propose to use the difference between the spectrum
in relaxed condition and that during mental composition as the feature in the β
band.
First, the spectrum in the β band is measured L times in the relaxed condition
and then their ensemble mean βkl is found at each frequency bin. Next, the
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed verification system

spectrum in the β band during the mental composition is also measured as βkm
and then the Euclidean distance from the mean value of the spectrum in the
relaxed condition is calculated and all distances are accumulated as a feature.
v
uN
uX
Sβ = t (βkm − βkl )
(4)
k=1

where N is the number of frequency bins in the β band.
2.4

Verification

The block diagram of the proposed verification system is described in Fig. 4.
The details of each block are explained in the following sub-sections.
Enrollment of Template. In advance of the verification stage, spectral features of all users are enrolled as templates. The EEG of each user is measured
in relaxed condition and then its power spectrum in the β band is calculated
by Fast Fourier transform (FFT). After that, the spectral smoothing described
in Sect. 2.3 is performed. These processes are repeated L times and then the

ensemble mean of L spectra in the β band is found as βkl and it is stored as a
template.
In the same way as the relaxed condition, the spectrum during the mental
composition is measured L times and then ensemble mean values of L spectra
in both α and β bands are respectively found as αkm and βkm .
In the averaged spectrum αkm (k = 1, 2, · · · , M ) where M is the number of
frequency bins in the α band, the spectral variance and the concavity of spectral
distribution are extracted as features and registered as templates: v t and Fut ,
respectively. Also, the mean value of the averaged power spectrum in the α band
is stored simultaneously. This is used for the normalization described later.
The template in the β band is given by
v
uN
uX
t
Sβ = t (βkm − βkl )

(5)

k=1

Normalization and Matching. In the verification stage, each user declares
who oneself is by giving his/her name or ID number to the system, which specifies
his/her template. And the spectrum of the user during the mental composition
is found and then smoothed, and only spectral elements in the α and β bands
are used as verification data: αkm and βkm , respectively.
By the way, the features in the α band are based on the absolute amount of
the spectrum; therefore, they tend to be influenced by intra-individual variation.
For suppressing such variation, the normalization is performed in advance of the
feature extraction. Concretely, the mean value of the αkm (k = 1, 2, · · · , M ) is
calculated and then the αkm is adjusted (normalized) so that the mean value
may become equal to that of the template: αkm stored in the system.
After that, the features in the α and β bands: the spectral variance, the
concavity of spectral distribution and the spectral distance are extracted as
v, Fu and Sβ , respectively. The difference between the extracted features and
their templates are calculated and then normalized because they have deferent
dimensions. Total distance (T D) is given by
T D = x · |v − v t | + y · |Fu − Fut | + z · |Sβ − Sβt |

(6)

where x, y and z are coefficients for combining features and x + y + z = 1. If T D
is less than a threshold which is preliminary determined, the user (declarer) is
regarded as a normal user. If not so, he/she is rejected as an imposter.

3

Experiments

In order to examine the verification performance of the proposed method, we
carried out experiments.

3.1

Conditions

The number of subjects was 20. All were healthy male around twenty and seated
at rest with closed eyes in a silent room.
In advance of launching measurements, we presented the subjects five themes:
a letter for parents, a self-introduction, hometown PR, memories of college life,
and a brief description of own researches.
While measuring, they were required to make sentences about these themes
mentally. The EEG signals were recorded using a consumer single-channel electroencephalograph during continuous one minute. By using a headband, a single
electrode (sensor) was set on the frontal region of head which corresponded to
the frontal pole (Fp1) defined by the international standard: 10/20 method. 10
EEG signals were obtained from each subject on the same day and 200 EEG
signals were obtained in total. The average number L was set to five; therefore,
five data of each user were used for generating his/her templates. The rest five
data of each subject were used for verification and all other subjects’ data were
used as those of imposters.
3.2

Results

Verification performance was evaluated by the equal error rate (EER) where the
false rejection rate (FRR) was equal with the false acceptance rate (FAR). The
EERs in several ratios of coefficients x, y, z for combining features are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. EERs at various coefficients for combining features

Ratio (x : y : z) EER (%)
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.5

:
:
:
:
:
:

0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.3

:
:
:
:
:
:

0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2

16
16
16
13
17
13

From these results, it is confirmed that the EER in the mental composition
was about 15 %.
For reference, we also examined the verification performance using only the
features of the α wave and thereby obtained the EER of 15%. This suggests that
the proposed feature of the β wave was not valid in this experiment.
Moreover, we examined the verification performance during mental arithmetic which is generally used in the brain science. The number of subjects was
10 and they imagined to calculate 7 × 10, 7 × 11, 7 × 12, · · · with closed eyes

until the end of measurement. The EER was about 11 %. Since the number of
subjects is not equal to that in the mental composition, it is not accurate to
compare these results but the effect of using the feature of the β wave could be
confirmed in the case of mental arithmetic.
The difference between two cases might be due to the degree of mental activity, that is, the content of the mental task. In the mental arithmetic, the
contents were clearly defined and they were not relatively easy to perform. On
the other hand, in the case of the mental composition some themes were given
as rough guidelines but actual contents depended on the subjects. Some subjects
might make simple sentences, and others might make difficult ones. These had
an influence on the degree of mental activity.
Base on the above discussion, it is supposed that the harder the mental
activity became, the better the verification performance became. On the other
hand, it was worried that verification performance might be degraded because it
is generally known that the mental activity suppresses appearance of the α wave
while it makes the β wave detectable. But such degradation was not confirmed
in this experiment. As a result, it is concluded that the verification using brain
waves is possible even during the mental task.

4

Conclusions

From the viewpoint of user management, one-time-only authentication is lowsecurity; therefore, on-demand authentication is necessary but it requires an
unconscious biometrics. We had studied the brain wave (EEG) as a powerful
unconscious biometrics. However, in order to apply the authentication using the
EEG to practical applications, we had to examine the verification performance
during mental tasks. In addition, the mental task should be related with an
actual one for keeping the authentication unconscious.
In this paper, assuming the verification of computers users, we adopted mental composition in which the users were mentally making sentences. It was a
supposable task for the computer users. Moreover, introducing the mental task
required to add a new spectral feature in the β band, that is, the Euclidean distance between the spectrum in the relaxed condition and that during the mental
task to conventional ones, that is, spectral variance and the concavity of spectral
distribution in the α band. Verification was simply performed by combining the
differences between the extracted features and their templates.
In experiments using 20 subjects, the EER of about 15 % was obtained, so
that we conclude that the verification using the EEG was possible even during
the mental task. In addition, from the comparison with the results in mental
arithmetic, it was confirmed that the degree of mental activity had influence on
the verification performance.
In this paper, since we cared about the influence of eye-blinks on the EEG,
we assumed eye-closed condition. But in our exploratory experiments, we already confirmed that the noise in the EEG caused by the eye-blink did not
have great influence on verification performance as long as individual features

were extracted from the spectrum of the EEG. The frequency of eye-blink was
different from that of the α or β band. We are now examining the proposed authentication method at the final stage where users drive vehicles in eye-opened
condition. Results will be available in the near future.
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